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It’s better 
in here.



Warm to the 
possibilities.

If you only know saunas for their restorative benefits, you 
have so much more to experience.

For over 2,000 years, sauna has been a way of life all over 
the world. More than a place to shed the stress and worry 
of the day, true sauna culture is about forging connections 
between people without inhibition or distraction.

Now, you can create a sauna culture of your own with our 
range of meticulously and responsibly-crafted saunas. Have 
a custom-designed Thermory sauna built inside your home 
or enhance your outdoor environment with a rustic barrel 
sauna. Perfect for relaxing or entertaining, saunas give you a 
unique space to call your own and share with others.

But no matter how you sauna, once you own a Thermory, 
you’ll wonder how you ever got along without one.



Thermally Modified

Ours are the only thermally modified 
barrel saunas in North America. So, you 
get the beauty of real wood, naturally 
enhanced with only heat and steam, 
for unequalled durability and stability – 
even in changing weather conditions. 
It’s the most ideally suited wood for 
your sauna experience.

Functional Design

Thermory Barrels are larger than 
standard barrel saunas. With a 
diameter of more than seven feet, the 
spacious interior offers a greater height 
for standing and deeper benches for 
laying down. Plus, thermal modification 
ensures the wood is never too hot to 
sit on.

Easy Assembly

We pride ourselves on our attention to 
detail — right down to our installation 
guide. Your Thermory Barrel comes 
with pre-cut and pre-milled staves 
and cradles, so there’s no cutting 
necessary. In less than a day, you and 
a few friends can have your sauna fully 
constructed.

A round for you 
and your friends.

Chances are, there’s a room in your house 
where everyone always ends up. But once 
you add a barrel sauna to your landscape, 
you’ll want to move the party outside. 
Our larger models offer room for six and 
the rounded walls promote even heat 
distribution for everyone’s comfort.

WHAT MAKES THERMORY 
BARREL SAUNAS UNIQUE?



4-PERSON WITH
PORCH, NO WINDOW.Nº61

TOTAL LENGTH:  7’ 4”

INSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 3”

WALL/BOARD 
THICKNESS:  1.625”

OUTSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 6.25”

BENCH LENGTH:  5’

BENCH WIDTH:  2’ 1”

PORCH LENGTH:  1’ 7”

VOLUME:  212 ft3

RAIN JACKET:  Included

4-PERSON WITH
PORCH & WINDOW.Nº60

TOTAL LENGTH:  7’ 4”

INSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 3”

WALL/BOARD 
THICKNESS:  1.625”

OUTSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 6.25”

WINDOW SIZE:  7’ x 3’ 6”

BENCH LENGTH:  5’

BENCH WIDTH:  2’ 1”

PORCH LENGTH:  1’ 7”

VOLUME:  212 ft3

RAIN JACKET:  Included

TEST REPORT
132648The right wood

We look no further than the birthplace 
of sauna culture for beautiful Nordic 
spruce to craft your Thermory Barrel. 
Unlike cedar, which can become rough 
and unattractive over time, Thermory 
Nordic spruce’s proven rot resistance 
and ability to withstand the elements 
creates the perfect marriage between 
outstanding design and structural 

integrity.

The right way

Our Nordic spruce is harvested 
exclusively in Scandinavia, a region 
celebrated for its responsible forestry 
practices. And wood is the only 
naturally renewable building material 
that doesn’t generate hazardous 
waste. So, when you choose a 
Thermory Barrel – or any Thermory 
product – you’re investing in the health 
of our planet.

We don’t mess 
with tradition. 
Or mother nature.

6-PERSON,
NO WINDOW.Nº63

TOTAL LENGTH:  7’ 4”

INSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 3”

WALL/BOARD 
THICKNESS:  1.625”

OUTSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 6”

BENCH LENGTH:  6’ 6”

BENCH WIDTH:  2’ 1”

VOLUME:  265 ft3

RAIN JACKET:  Included

6-PERSON
WITH WINDOW.Nº62

TOTAL LENGTH:  7’ 4”

INSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 3”

WALL/BOARD 
THICKNESS:  1.625”

OUTSIDE DIAMETER:  7’ 6.25”

WINDOW SIZE:  7’ x 3’ 6”

BENCH LENGTH:  6’ 6”

BENCH WIDTH:  2’ 1”

VOLUME:  265 ft3

RAIN JACKET:  Included



APPEARANCES 
MATTER

Thermory offers stunning wood 
options that outshine cedar for a sauna 
that’s as beautiful as it is durable. 
Alder and Aspen surround you with 
gorgeous color and texture without 
overheating. 

ADD YOUR 
PERSONAL TOUCH

We’re here to help you design and 
build a Thermory Sauna that suits 
your personal style, right down to the 
smallest accents. Speak with your 
sales representative about additional 
components to add the perfect 
fi nishing touch.   

Wall panels. Bench boards.

ALDER

Known for its reddish tone reminiscent 
of North American cherrywood, alder 
is a beautiful, hardy wood that doesn’t 
overheat.

Create unique combinations with a variety of wood 
species, fi nishes, styles and dimensions.

Build your own benches with a large 
selection of boards in various woods.

The STP profi le offers an elegant wall 
surface for your sauna, with narrow 
grooves between broad cladding 
boards with rounded edges. It can also 
be combined with other profi les to 
create your own unique look.

STS4 wall panels feature narrow, 
angular grooves for a bold look and 
feel. They can provide a striking 
contrast when used alongside other 
profi les.

SHP profi les are meticulously milled for 
a smooth and comfortable surface.

ASPEN

Aspen’s characteristic light tone and 
smooth texture is ideal for sauna 
benches because it doesn’t secrete 
resin  or get too hot.

THERMO-ASPEN

Thermally modifi ed aspen is enhanced 
with heat and steam for exceptional 
durability and stability.

ACTUAL SIZE:  .59” x 3.5” ACTUAL SIZE:  1.1” x 3.5”ACTUAL SIZE:  .59” x 3.5”

1x3 STP 
PROFILES

5/4x3 SHP 
PROFILES

1x3 STS4 
PROFILES

Make it 
your own.
Show off your style with 
a range of natural wood 
panels and boards to create 
a unique sauna experience 
within your home.



Heating 
options.

HIVE MINI

HIVE Mini is suitable for smaller saunas 
and fi ts up to 333lb. (150kg) of stones.

6.0 KW 175–280 ft3

9.0 KW 315–530 ft3

HIVE

HIVE is designed for larger saunas like 
those found in spas and gyms. This 
floor mounted stove holds up to 550lb. 
(250kg) of stones.

12.0 KW  425–880 ft3

15.0 KW  530–1,060 ft3

18.0 KW  635–1,235 ft3

DROP

With its signature water drop shape, 
DROP softens the sauna’s interior with 
a round design and compact profi le. 
This wall mounted stove can fi t up to 
121lb. (55kg) of stones.

4.5 KW 105–245 ft3

6.0 KW 175–350 ft3

9.0 KW  280–530 ft3

With a strikingly minimalist stainless-
steel design, HUUM heaters bring a 
touch of elegance to your sauna while 
offering a high stone capacity for a mild 
and continual steam.

Talk to your sales representative about 
your heating options.

HUUM heaters are the perfect complement 
to your Thermory sauna, providing long-
lasting heat and a stunning aesthetic.



Thermory USA - Denver
537 W. Highlands Ranch Pkwy, Ste. 114
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
720.759.7268
support@thermoryusa.com

Thermory USA - Buffalo
56 Harvester Ave, Ste. 1-201
Batavia, NY 14020
585.591.6590
support@thermoryusa.com

thermoryusa.com


